
Instructions: In the columns below, share ideas for ESL activities and projects that could be implemented using Google Drive.

Writing activities Speaking activities Reading activities Listening activities Grammar activities Classroom Management

Write a group newspaper Group slideshow presentations Vocabulary logs (Click for example)
Students compile and share their movie 
recommendations

sentence combining practice (using 
Google slides) Sign-up sheets

Revise student writing together as a class or in 
pairs Post reading circles discussion groups

Hyperlink on google slide to TED talk.  
Listen to Ted talk and students compose 
a collaborative summary. After summary, 
they will give their reactions! use the correct prepositions

Correct the mistakes in an email Edit debate notes annotate class readings group error correction activity attendance sheets

Brainstorm about a topic

assign group/individuals a role in a 
dialogue/situation using a doc then student 
defends/discusses from that viewpoint using 
Google Voice

pose questions for peers to answer about a 
reading/for clarification to peers or 
instructor/elicit assistance with understanding Listen to a song and fill in the blanks

introduce a grammar point and ask 
students to highlight all the uses of the 
target structure in a document (for 
example--gerunds) make a notice board/parking lot for reactions, questions and questions about the lesson content/topic

maintain a class journal Create a dialogue/role play 

attach a reading to the doc or cite a source 
and students engage in a socratic seminar 
format about the reading via the google doc listening for gist and compile notes

Transform sentences (tenses, 
pronouns etc) provide feedback on assignments 

write a letter requesting information Help a customer choose a shirt in a store Sequencing narratives Listen to a conversation and 

For asking questions and aswering 
them: Google forms would do for that - 
the Ss need to make a Google form 
and share it with the others to answer

Collaborative story writing
Create a dialogue for a couple making plans for 
their vacation Highlightinh cohesive markers

Change the dead-end  to open-ended 
questions

high - what does this mean?
Read and answer questions about school 
policies

Use the gerund or infintive form to 
complete the sentences

Dialog between a tenant and a landlord Fill in a Brainstorming Worksheet

BRAINSTORMI9NG
Contributing audio files - 1 min on a given or self-
selected topic 

Unscramble text to generate a meaningful text 
(for lower levels)

Paraphrasing practice from a complex sentence
Complain about the slow Internet connection as a 
group.

Develop a set of classroom rules
Talk to a pair about what to wear to your 
supervisor's party

Writing a different ending for a traditional/well-
known story Talk about the pros and cons of studying abroad
Write the introductory paragraph for an essay
Google Forms (use File tab) are great for 
surveying or testing.

Writing an essay pros/cons synonyms/antonyms
After having listened to an audio,Write 
down... unscrambling sentences

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1hihNW8BJsB4zxX-CjwsYuipWCuKDEMC2wJ2wVPo0ygU/edit?usp=sharing

